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Description

[0001] Curved sheets are conventionally coupled to-
gether by overlapping edges of the curved sheets to form
lap joints, fastened together, e.g., with rivets. Curved
sheets are commonly coupled in this manner in aero-
space applications and, in such an example, the curved
sheets are metallic curved sheets and may form, e.g.,
part of a fuselage, a wing, a stabilizer or other aerody-
namic surface. Using lap joints and/or splice plates when
coupling curved sheets together requires additional ma-
terial to provide overlap of the curved sheets, thereby
increasing the weight and cost of the assembly. Other
examples of the related art can be found in US
2001/05228, the latter disclosing an apparatus for man-
upulating a plurality of curved sheets and a method of
manufacturing an assembly including curved sheets ac-
cording to the preamble of claims 1 and 7, JP
2001025886 and US 2003/086783.

SUMMARY

[0002] Accordingly, apparatus and method that reduce
the cost of manufacturing of assemblies of curved sheets
and the weight of such assemblies are desired.
[0003] One example of the present disclosure defined
in claim 1 relates to an apparatus for manipulating a plu-
rality of curved sheets. Each of the plurality of curved
sheets includes an upper surface and a lower surface.
The apparatus includes tooling to be coupled to the upper
surface of each of the plurality of curved sheets. The
tooling is capable of moving the plurality of curved sheets
relative to each other and abutting the plurality of curved
sheets so that the upper surface of each of the plurality
of curved sheets is coextensive with a virtual arcuate
surface.
[0004] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the virtual ar-
cuate surface includes no inflection points along a cross-
section thereof perpendicular to a virtual straight line co-
extensive with the virtual arcuate surface.
[0005] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the plurality of
curved sheets, abutted so that the upper surface of each
of the plurality of curved sheets is coextensive with the
virtual arcuate surface, subtend a central angle between
about 2 degrees and about 270 degrees in a virtual plane
perpendicular to a virtual straight line coextensive with
the virtual arcuate surface.
[0006] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the plurality of
curved sheets, abutted so that the upper surface of each
of the plurality of curved sheets is coextensive with the
virtual arcuate surface, subtend a central angle of about
180 degrees in a virtual plane perpendicular to a virtual

straight line coextensive with the virtual arcuate surface.
[0007] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the tooling in-
cludes at least one holder to be removably coupled to
the upper surface of at least one of the plurality of curved
sheets.
[0008] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the at least one
holder extends in a non-perpendicular direction relative
to weight vectors of the plurality of curved sheets.
[0009] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the at least one
holder extends in a substantially parallel direction relative
to weight vectors of the plurality of curved sheets.
[0010] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the at least one
holder extends in a substantially perpendicular direction
relative to weight vectors of the plurality of curved sheets.
[0011] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the at least one
holder has a selectively variable length.
[0012] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the tooling in-
cludes at least one first holder and at least one second
holder.
[0013] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the at least one
first holder and the at least one second holder extend in
different directions.
[0014] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the tooling is
reconfigurable.
[0015] The apparatus includes, according to the
present invention a processing station facing the lower
surfaces of the plurality of curved sheets.
[0016] The processing station according to the present
invention includes a friction-stir-welding apparatus.
[0017] The apparatus includes, according to the
present invention, a first magnetic member to be asso-
ciated with the upper surface of a first curved sheet of
the plurality of curved sheets adjacent an edge of the first
curved sheet, a second magnetic member to be associ-
ated with the lower surface of the first curved sheet ad-
jacent the edge of the first curved sheet, a third magnetic
member to be associated with the upper surface of a
second curved sheet of the plurality of curved sheets
adjacent an edge of the second curved sheet, and a
fourth magnetic member to be associated with the lower
surface of the second curved sheet adjacent the edge of
the second curved sheet. The first magnetic member is
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to be magnetically coupled to the second magnetic mem-
ber and the third magnetic member is to be magnetically
coupled to the fourth magnetic member with the edge of
the first curved sheet and the edge of the second curved
sheet abutting each other.
[0018] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the apparatus also includes
a flexible joining member to be installed between the first
magnetic member and the third magnetic member or be-
tween the second magnetic member and the fourth mag-
netic member to provide a coupling between the first
curved sheet and the second curved sheet with the edge
of the first curved sheet and the edge of the second
curved sheet abutting each other.
[0019] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the apparatus also includes
a decoupling member rotatably attached to the friction-
stir-welding apparatus to eliminate the coupling provided
by the flexible joining member between the first curved
sheet and the second curved sheet.
[0020] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the decoupling
member decouples the flexible joining member from the
first curved sheet and the second curved sheet while the
first curved sheet and the second curved sheet are weld-
ed together by the friction-stir-welding apparatus.
[0021] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the decoupling
member translates but does not rotate relative to the first
curved sheet and the second curved sheet.
[0022] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the decoupling
member is to be at least partially positioned in a space
between the first magnetic member and the third mag-
netic member.
[0023] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the decoupling
member is to move along the space and is at least par-
tially retained in the space by the first magnetic member
and the third magnetic member.
[0024] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the decoupling
member movably engages at least one of the first mag-
netic member and the third magnetic member.
[0025] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the friction-stir-
welding apparatus is to be at least partially positioned in
the space.
[0026] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding

and/or following examples, the apparatus also includes
a rigid joining member to be coupled to the first curved
sheet and to the second curved sheet with the edge of
the first curved sheet and the edge of the second curved
sheet abutting each other. The rigid joining member in-
cludes a curvature.
[0027] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the apparatus also includes
a carriage configured to move relative to the first curved
sheet and the second curved sheet. The friction-stir-
welding apparatus is coupled to and moveable with the
carriage.
[0028] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the second
magnetic member and fourth magnetic member are cou-
pled to and are moveable with the carriage. The first mag-
netic member and third magnetic member remain sta-
tionary relative to the plurality of curved sheets.
[0029] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, at least one of
the first magnetic member and the second magnetic
member comprises an electro-magnet, and at least one
of the third magnetic member and the fourth magnetic
member comprises an electro-magnet.
[0030] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the apparatus also includes
a joining member to be coupled to the first curved sheet
and the second curved sheet.
[0031] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the joining
member is a flexible joining member to be installed be-
tween one of the first magnetic member and the third
magnetic member or the second magnetic member and
the fourth magnetic member to provide a coupling be-
tween the first curved sheet and the second curved sheet
with the edge of the first curved sheet and the edge of
the second curved sheet abutting each other.
[0032] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the flexible join-
ing member is to be installed between the first magnetic
member and the third magnetic member.
[0033] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the flexible join-
ing member is to be installed between the second mag-
netic member and the fourth magnetic member.
[0034] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the flexible join-
ing member includes adhesive on at least a portion there-
of, and the flexible joining member is to be coupled to
the first curved sheet and the second curved sheet with
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the adhesive.
[0035] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the adhesive
is located on the joining member adjacent a first edge
and a second edge of the joining member. The first edge
and the second edge oppose one another, with the first
edge to be adhesively coupled to the first curved sheet
and the second edge to be adhesively coupled to the
second curved sheet.
[0036] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the flexible join-
ing member includes a portion lacking adhesive. The por-
tion lacking adhesive is between the first edge and the
second edge of the flexible joining member and is to at
least partially overlap the edge of the first curved sheet
and the edge of the second curved sheet, with the edge
of the first curved sheet and the edge of the second
curved sheet abutting each other.
[0037] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the joining
member is a rigid joining member to be coupled to the
first curved sheet and the second curved sheet.
[0038] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the rigid joining
member is to be coupled to the upper surface of the first
curved sheet and the upper surface of the second curved
sheet.
[0039] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the rigid joining
member is to be coupled to the lower surface of the first
curved sheet and the lower surface of the second curved
sheet.
[0040] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the rigid joining
member includes a slot.
[0041] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the rigid joining
member is curved.
[0042] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the joining
member is a first joining member. The apparatus also
includes a second joining member that is to be coupled
to the first curved sheet and the second curved sheet,
with the edge of the first curved sheet and the edge of
the second curved sheet abutting each other.
[0043] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the first joining
member is a rigid joining member and the second joining
member is a flexible joining member.

[0044] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, a space is to
be provided between the first magnetic member and the
third magnetic member. The apparatus also includes a
joining member to be coupled to the first curved sheet
and the second curved sheet and to extend at least par-
tially across the space between the first magnetic mem-
ber and the third magnetic member.
[0045] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the apparatus also includes
at least one friction-reducing member. At least a portion
of the at least one friction-reducing member is between
at least one of the second magnetic member and the
fourth magnetic member and at least one of the first
curved sheet and the second curved sheet.
[0046] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the friction-re-
ducing member is a wheel.
[0047] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, a spacing be-
tween a portion of the at least one of the second magnetic
member and the fourth magnetic member and the at least
one of the first curved sheet and the second curved sheet
is maintained with the friction reducing member engaging
at least one of the first curved sheet and the second
curved sheet.
[0048] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the friction-re-
ducing member is a layer of material applied to a surface
of one of the second magnetic member and the fourth
magnetic member.
[0049] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the substrate
of the first magnetic member is to conform to the first
curved sheet and the substrate of the third magnetic
member is to conform to the second curved sheet.
[0050] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the substrate
of the first magnetic member and the substrate of the
third magnetic member are flexible.
[0051] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the first mag-
netic member includes a plurality of magnetic tiles cou-
pled to the substrate of the first magnetic member, and
the third magnetic member includes a plurality of mag-
netic tiles coupled to the substrate of the third magnetic
member.
[0052] In one example of the apparatus, which may
include at least a portion of the subject matter of any of
the preceding and/or following examples, the plurality of
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magnetic tiles coupled to the substrate of the first mag-
netic member are spaced apart from one another, and
the plurality of magnetic tiles coupled to the substrate of
the third magnetic member are spaced apart from one
another.
[0053] According to the invention, a method of manu-
facturing an assembly including a first curved sheet and
a second curved sheet is defined in claim 7. The first
curved sheet includes a first upper surface and a first
edge. The second curved sheet includes a second upper
surface and a second edge. The method includes sup-
porting the first upper surface and the second upper sur-
face, abutting the first edge and the second edge so that
the first upper surface and the second upper surface are
coextensive with a virtual arcuate surface, and welding
the first edge and the second edge together to create a
weldment after abutting the first edge and the second
edge.
[0054] In one example of the method, which may in-
clude at least a portion of the subject matter of any of the
preceding and/or following examples, the virtual arcuate
surface includes no inflection points along a cross-sec-
tion thereof perpendicular to a virtual straight line coex-
tensive with the virtual arcuate surface.
[0055] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes
reconfiguring tooling supporting the first upper surface
and the second upper surface.
[0056] The method includes according to the present
invention positioning a processing station to face a first
lower surface of the first curved sheet and a second lower
surface of the second curved sheet, wherein the process-
ing station includes positioning a friction-stir-welding ap-
paratus to face the first lower surface and the second
lower surface.
[0057] The method includes according to the present
invention locating a first magnetic member relative to the
first upper surface adjacent the first edge, locating a sec-
ond magnetic member relative to the first lower surface
adjacent the first edge, locating a third magnetic member
relative to the second upper surface adjacent the second
edge, locating a fourth magnetic member relative to the
second lower surface adjacent the second edge, and
magnetically coupling the first magnetic member to the
second magnetic member and the third magnetic mem-
ber to the fourth magnetic member after abutting the first
edge and the second edge.
[0058] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes cou-
pling a flexible joining member to the first curved sheet
and to the second curved sheet between at least one of
the first magnetic member and the third magnetic mem-
ber or the second magnetic member and the fourth mag-
netic member after abutting the first edge and the second
edge.
[0059] In one example, which may include at least a

portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes de-
coupling the flexible joining member from the first curved
sheet and the second curved.
[0060] In one example of the method, which may in-
clude at least a portion of the subject matter of any of the
preceding and/or following examples, decoupling further
includes decoupling the flexible joining member from the
first curved sheet and the second curved sheet while
welding the first edge and the second edge.
[0061] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes ro-
tatably coupling a decoupling member to the friction-stir-
welding apparatus.
[0062] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes cou-
pling a rigid joining member to the first curved sheet and
the second curved sheet after abutting the first edge and
the second edge. The rigid joining member includes a
curvature.
[0063] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes
moving the friction-stir-welding apparatus relative to the
first curved sheet and the second curved sheet.
[0064] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes
moving the second magnetic member and fourth mag-
netic member relative to the first curved sheet and the
second curved sheet.
[0065] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes lo-
cating a first magnetic member relative to at least one of
the first upper surface and the second upper surface ad-
jacent at least one of the first edge and the second edge,
locating a second magnetic member relative to at least
one of a first lower surface of the first curved sheet and
a second lower surface of the second curved sheet ad-
jacent at least one of the first edge and the second edge,
and magnetically coupling the first magnetic member to
the second magnetic member.
[0066] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes lo-
cating the first magnetic member and the second mag-
netic member relative to a same one of the first curved
sheet and the second curved sheet.
[0067] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes pro-
viding a space between the first edge and the second
edge. The space is sufficient to process at least one of
the first edge and the second edge. The method also
includes processing at least one of the first edge and the
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second edge.
[0068] In one example of the method, which may in-
clude at least a portion of the subject matter of any of the
preceding and/or following examples, abutting the first
edge and the second edge occurs subsequent to
processing at least one of the first edge and the second
edge.
[0069] In one example of the method, which may in-
clude at least a portion of the subject matter of any of the
preceding and/or following examples, supporting the first
upper surface and the second upper surface further in-
cludes coupling tooling to the first upper surface and the
second upper surface.
[0070] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes
moving the first curved sheet and the second curved
sheet relative to each other with the tooling.
[0071] In one example of the method, which may in-
clude at least a portion of the subject matter of any of the
preceding and/or following examples, abutting further in-
cludes abutting the first edge and the second edge with
the tooling.
[0072] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes cou-
pling the weldment to a structure.
[0073] In one example of the method, which may in-
clude at least a portion of the subject matter of any of the
preceding and/or following examples, the structure is at
least a portion of a frame of an aircraft.
[0074] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes
processing the weldment.
[0075] In one example of the method, which may in-
clude at least a portion of the subject matter of any of the
preceding and/or following examples, processing the
weldment includes performing gauge reduction on at
least a portion of the weldment.
[0076] In one example of the method, which may in-
clude at least a portion of the subject matter of any of the
preceding and/or following examples, processing the
weldment includes reducing the thickness of at least a
portion of the weldment.
[0077] In one example of the method, which may in-
clude at least a portion of the subject matter of any of the
preceding and/or following examples, processing the
weldment includes trimming at least a portion of the weld-
ment.
[0078] In one example, which may include at least a
portion of the subject matter of any of the preceding
and/or following examples, the method also includes con-
straining the first edge and the second edge subsequent
to abutting the first edge and the second edge and prior
to welding.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0079] Having thus described examples of the disclo-
sure in general terms, reference will now be made to the
accompanying drawings, which are not necessarily
drawn to scale, and wherein like reference characters
designate the same or similar parts throughout the sev-
eral views, and wherein:

Fig. 1 is a flow diagram of aircraft production and
service methodology;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram of an aircraft;
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of a portion of a vehicle
such as, for example, an aircraft, according to an
aspect of the present disclosure.
Fig. 4 is a block diagram of an apparatus, according
to an aspect of the present disclosure;
Fig. 5 is a schematic elevational view of an apparatus
including tooling for supporting a plurality of curved
sheets, according to an aspect of the present disclo-
sure;
Fig. 6 is an elevational view of the apparatus shown
in Fig. 5, according to an aspect of the present dis-
closure;
Fig. 7 is a schematic elevational view of the appara-
tus shown in Fig. 5, according to an aspect of the
present disclosure;
Fig. 8 is a schematic elevational view of an apparatus
including tooling for supporting a plurality of curved
sheets, according to an aspect of the present disclo-
sure;
Fig. 9 is a schematic elevational view of an appara-
tus, according to an aspect of the present disclosure;
Fig. 10 is a schematic top view of a portion of the
apparatus shown in Fig. 9, according to an aspect
of the present disclosure;
Fig. 11 is a schematic side view of a portion of the
apparatus shown in Fig. 10, according to an aspect
of the present disclosure;
Fig. 12 is a schematic elevational view of an appa-
ratus, according to an aspect of the present disclo-
sure;
Fig. 13 is a schematic top view of a portion of the
apparatus shown in Fig. 12, according to an aspect
of the present disclosure;
Fig. 14 is a schematic elevational view of a portion
of the apparatus shown in Figs. 12 and 13, according
to an aspect of the present disclosure;
Fig. 15 is a block diagram of an apparatus, according
to an aspect of the present disclosure;
Fig. 16 is a block diagram of a vehicle, according to
an aspect of the present disclosure; and
Fig. 17 is a schematic elevational view of a portion
of a friction-stir welding apparatus, according to an
aspect of the present disclosure.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0080] Examples of the disclosure may be described
in the context of an aircraft manufacturing and service
method 100 as shown in FIG. 1 and an aircraft 102 as
shown in FIG. 2. During pre-production, exemplary meth-
od 100 may include specification and design 104 of the
aircraft 102 and material procurement 106. During pro-
duction, component and subassembly manufacturing
108 and system integration 110 of the aircraft take place.
Thereafter, the aircraft 102 may go through certification
and delivery 112 to be placed in service 114. While in
service by a customer, the aircraft 102 is scheduled for
routine maintenance and service 116 (which may also
include modification, reconfiguration, refurbishment, and
so on).
[0081] Each of the processes of the illustrative method
100 may be performed or carried out by a system inte-
grator, a third party, and/or an operator (e.g., a customer).
For the purposes of this description, a system integrator
may include, without limitation, any number of aircraft
manufacturers and major-system subcontractors; a third
party may include, without limitation, any number of ven-
dors, subcontractors, and suppliers; and an operator may
be an airline, leasing company, military entity, service
organization, and so on.
[0082] As shown in FIG. 2, the aircraft 102 produced
by the illustrative method 100 may include an airframe
118 with a plurality of high-level systems 120 and an in-
terior 122. Examples of high-level systems 120 include
one or more of a propulsion system 124, an electrical
system 126, a hydraulic system 128, and an environmen-
tal system 130. Any number of other systems may be
included. Although an aerospace example is shown, the
principles of the disclosure may be applied to other in-
dustries, such as the automotive industry.
[0083] Apparatus and methods shown or described
herein may be employed during any one or more of the
stages of the manufacturing and service method 100.
For example, components or subassemblies corre-
sponding to component and subassembly manufacturing
108 may be fabricated or manufactured in a manner sim-
ilar to components or subassemblies produced while the
aircraft 102 is in service. Also, one or more aspects of
the apparatus, method, or combination thereof may be
utilized during the production states 108 and 110, for ex-
ample, by substantially expediting assembly of or reduc-
ing the cost of an aircraft 102. Similarly, one or more of
apparatus or method realizations, or a combination there-
of, may be utilized, for example and without limitation,
while the aircraft 102 is in service, e.g., maintenance and
service 116.
[0084] With reference to Fig. 3, one example of the
disclosure relates to a vehicle 200, such as an aircraft
200 (a portion thereof shown in Fig. 3). The vehicle 200
may include a substructure 206 and a plurality of sheets
208. The substructure 206 may be at least a portion of a
frame 204 of the vehicle 200 and the plurality of sheets

208 may be curved. The plurality of sheets 208 may also
be metallic.
[0085] Referring now to Figs. 4-8, one example of the
present disclosure relates to an apparatus 212 for ma-
nipulating the plurality of curved sheets 208. Each of the
plurality of curved sheets 208 includes an upper surface
216 and a lower surface 220. In one example, an upper
surface 216 is a surface that is to be directly impinged
by virtual vertical vectors 224 (see Fig. 6) originating from
above the curved sheet 208 and directed downward, and
a lower surface 220 is a surface that is to be directly
impinged by virtual vertical vectors 228 (see Fig. 6) orig-
inating from below the curved sheet 208 and directed
upward. The apparatus 212 also includes tooling 232 to
be coupled to the upper surface 216 of each of the plu-
rality of curved sheets 208. The tooling 232 is capable
of moving the plurality of curved sheets 208 relative to
each other and abutting the plurality of curved sheets
208 so that the upper surface 216 of each of the plurality
of curved sheets 208 is coextensive with a virtual arcuate
surface 236 (see Figs. 6 and 7). The apparatus 212 may
manipulate any number of curved sheets 208. In one
example illustrated in Figs. 5-7, the apparatus 212 ma-
nipulates three curved sheets 208. In another example
illustrated in Fig. 8, the apparatus 212 manipulates four
curved sheets 208. No matter the number of curved
sheets 208, the tooling 232 of the apparatus 212 is ca-
pable of moving the plurality of curved sheets 208 relative
to each other and abutting the plurality of curved sheets
208 so that the upper surface 216 of each of the plurality
of curved sheets 208 is coextensive with a virtual arcuate
surface 236 (see Fig. 5).
[0086] Referring, for example, to Fig. 5, the virtual ar-
cuate surface 236 includes no inflection points along a
cross-section thereof perpendicular to a virtual straight
line coextensive with the virtual arcuate surface 236. As
used herein, an inflection point is a location along a con-
tour where a curvature of the contour changes from con-
cave to convex or vice versa.
[0087] With continued reference to Figs. 6 and 7, in
one example, the plurality of curved sheets 208, abutted
so that the upper surface 216 of each of the plurality of
curved sheets 208 is coextensive with the virtual arcuate
surface 236 (see Fig. 5), subtend a central angle between
about 2 degrees and about 270 degrees in a virtual plane
perpendicular to a virtual straight line coextensive with
the virtual arcuate surface 236. In one example, the plu-
rality of curved sheets 208, abutted so that the upper
surface 216 of each of the plurality of curved sheets 208
is coextensive with the virtual arcuate surface 236, sub-
tend a central angle of about 180 degrees in a virtual
plane perpendicular to a virtual straight line coextensive
with the virtual arcuate surface 236. The virtual arcuate
surface 236, in some example, may form part or all of a
circle, while in other examples, the virtual arcuate surface
236 may approximate a shape of a circle, and in still other
examples, the virtual arcuate surface 236 may form part
or all of any arcuate shape. Thus, the curved sheets 208
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may subtend a central angle associated with a circle, an
approximation of a circle, or any other arcuate shape.
[0088] Referring to Figs. 4-8, in one example, the tool-
ing 232 includes at least one holder 240, 243, 245 to be
removably coupled to the upper surface 216 of at least
one of the plurality of curved sheets 208. The tooling 232
may be removably coupled to at least one of the plurality
of curved sheets 208 in a variety of ways and all of such
possibilities are intended to be within the spirit and scope
of the present disclosure. In one example, the tooling 232
may include one or more suction cups 241 in communi-
cation with a vacuum source 242. The vacuum source
242 provides sufficient vacuum pressure to the one or
more suction cups 241 to secure the at least one of the
plurality of curved sheets 208 to the tooling 232. The
vacuum source 242 may be selectively activated and de-
activated to respectively supply and interrupt vacuum
pressure to the suction cups 241, thereby selectively cou-
pling and uncoupling the tooling 232 to the at least one
of the plurality of curved sheets 208. In one example, the
at least one holder 243 may extend in a non-perpendic-
ular direction relative to weight vectors 244 (see Fig. 5)
of the plurality of curved sheets 208. In one example, the
at least one holder 243 may extend in a substantially
parallel direction relative to weight vectors 244 of the plu-
rality of curved sheets 208. In one example, the at least
one holder 240 may extend in a substantially perpendic-
ular direction relative to weight vectors 244 of the plurality
of curved sheets 208. The at least one holder 240 has a
selectively variable length.
[0089] With continued reference to Figs. 4-8, in one
example, the tooling 232 includes at least one first holder
240 and at least one second holder 243. The at least one
first holder 240 and the at least one second holder 243
extend in different directions. In one example, tooling 232
also includes at least one third holder 245. In one aspect,
the third holder 245 may extend in a similar direction to
one of the first holder 240 and the third holder 243. In
another aspect, the third holder 245 may extend in a dif-
ferent direction than the first holder 240 and the second
holder 243. The tooling 232 is reconfigurable. Reconfig-
urable tooling 232 is adjustable to accommodate sheets
208 of varying shapes, sizes, and configurations, as op-
posed to hard tooling, which has a fixed shape (i.e., not
adjustable) and is configured to accommodate only a sin-
gle shape or configuration of sheets.
[0090] Continuing to refer to Figs. 4-8, in one example,
the apparatus 212 also includes a processing station 248
facing the lower surfaces 220 of the plurality of curved
sheets 208.
[0091] With reference to Figs. 4-8, in one example, the
apparatus 212 also includes a carriage 288 configured
to move relative to the plurality of curved sheets 208 and
the processing station 248 is coupled to and moveable
with the carriage 288. The processing station 248 in-
cludes, according to the present invention, a friction-stir-
welding apparatus 247. One example of a friction-stir
welding apparatus 247 is illustrated in Fig. 17.

[0092] With continued reference to Fig. 4 and addition-
al reference to Figs. 9-11, the apparatus 212 also in-
cludes, according to the present invention, a first mag-
netic member 252 to be associated with the upper surface
216 of a first curved sheet 208 adjacent an edge 256 of
the first curved sheet 208, a second magnetic member
260 to be associated with the lower surface 220 of the
first curved sheet 208 adjacent the edge 256 of the first
curved sheet 208, a third magnetic member 264 to be
associated with the upper surface 216 of a second curved
sheet 208 adjacent an edge 256 of the second curved
sheet 208, and a fourth magnetic member 268 to be as-
sociated with the lower surface 220 of the second curved
sheet 208 adjacent the edge 256 of the second curved
sheet 208. The first magnetic member 252 is to be mag-
netically coupled to the second magnetic member 260
and the third magnetic member 264 is to be magnetically
coupled to the fourth magnetic member 268 with the edge
256 of the first curved sheet 208 and the edge 256 of the
second curved sheet 208 abutting each other.
[0093] Referring now to Figs. 4, 12 and 13, in one ex-
ample, the apparatus 212 also includes a flexible joining
member 272 to be installed between the first magnetic
member 252 and the third magnetic member 264 or be-
tween the second magnetic member 260 and the fourth
magnetic member 268 to provide a coupling between the
first curved sheet 208 and the second curved sheet 208
with the edge 256 of the first curved sheet 208 and the
edge 256 of the second curved sheet 208 abutting each
other. In the illustrated example, the flexible joining mem-
ber 272 is installed between the first magnetic member
252 and the third magnetic member 264.
[0094] With reference to Figs. 4 and 12-14, in one ex-
ample, the apparatus 212 also includes a decoupling
member 276 (see Fig. 14) rotatably attached to the fric-
tion-stir-welding apparatus 247 to eliminate the coupling
provided by the flexible joining member 272 between the
first curved sheet 208 and the second curved sheet 208.
The decoupling member 276 decouples the flexible join-
ing member 272 from the first curved sheet 208 and the
second curved sheet 208 while the first curved sheet 208
and the second curved sheet 208 are welded together
by the friction-stir-welding apparatus 247. The decou-
pling member 276 may also translate but does not rotate
relative to the first curved sheet 208 and the second
curved sheet 208. The decoupling member 276 may be
at least partially positioned in a space 280 between the
first magnetic member 252 and the third magnetic mem-
ber 264 and may move along the space 280. The decou-
pling member 276 is at least partially retained in the space
280 by the first magnetic member 252 and the third mag-
netic member 264 and may slidably engage at least one
of the first magnetic member 252 and the third magnetic
member 264. In one aspect, the decoupling member 276
slidably engages both the first magnetic member 252 and
the third magnetic member 264. In one example, the fric-
tion-stir-welding apparatus 247 is also at least partially
positioned in the space 280. A ball bearing or other device
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may be coupled between the decoupling member 276
and the friction-stir welding apparatus 247 to allow the
friction-stir welding apparatus 247 to rotate relative to the
decoupling member 276. The decoupling member 276
is guided along the space 280 by slidably engaging edges
of the first magnetic member 252 and the third magnetic
member 264.
[0095] Referring to Figs. 4, 10 and 12, in one example,
the apparatus 212 also includes a rigid joining member
284 coupled to the first curved sheet 208 and to the sec-
ond curved sheet 208 with the edge 256 of the first curved
sheet 208 and the edge 256 of the second curved sheet
208 abutting each other. In one aspect, the rigid joining
member 284 includes a curvature 286.
[0096] With reference to Figs. 4-9, 12 and 13, in one
example, the apparatus 212 also includes the carriage
288 configured to move relative to the first curved sheet
208 and the second curved sheet 208. The friction-stir-
welding apparatus 247 is coupled to and moveable with
the carriage 288. Additionally, the second magnetic
member 260 and the fourth magnetic member 268 are
coupled to and are moveable with the carriage 288. Con-
versely, the first magnetic member 252 and third mag-
netic member 264 remain stationary relative to the plu-
rality of curved sheets 208.
[0097] Referring now to Figs. 4-13 and 15, the appa-
ratus 212 is configured to constrain the edge 256 of the
first curved sheet 208 and the edge 256 of the second
curved sheet 208. As described above, the apparatus
212 includes the first magnetic member 252 associated
with the upper surface 216 of the first curved sheet 208,
the second magnetic member 260 associated with the
lower surface 220 of the first curved sheet 208, the third
magnetic member 264 associated with the upper surface
216 of the second curved sheet 208, and the fourth mag-
netic member 268 associated with the lower surface 220
of the second curved sheet 208. The first magnetic mem-
ber 252 is magnetically coupled to the second magnetic
member 260 and the third magnet member 264 is mag-
netically coupled to the fourth magnetic member 268 with
the edge 256 of the first curved sheet 208 and the edge
256 of the second curved sheet 208 abutting each other.
[0098] With continued reference to Figs. 4-13 and 15,
in one example, the first magnetic member 252 and the
second magnetic member 260 conform to the first curved
sheet 208, and the third magnetic member 264 and the
fourth magnetic member 268 conform to the second
curved sheet 208. The first curved sheet 208 and the
second curved sheet 208 may have a wide variety of
shapes including, but not limited to, curved, flat, a com-
bination of curved and flat, or any of a wide variety of
shapes. Thus, the first magnetic member 252 and the
second magnetic member 260 may be configured to con-
form to any shape of the first curved sheet 208, and the
third magnetic member 264 and the fourth magnetic
member 268 may be configured to conform to any shape
of the second curved sheet 208. In one aspect, at least
two of the first magnetic member 252, the second mag-

netic member 260, the third magnetic member 264, and
the fourth magnetic member 268 have a compliant
shape. In one aspect, the first curved sheet 208 and the
second curved sheet 208 are curved metallic sheets 208.
In such an aspect, the at least two of the first magnetic
member 252, the second magnetic member 260, the third
magnetic member 264, and the fourth magnetic member
268 (e.g., the first magnetic member 252 and the third
magnetic member 264) are compliant to the shapes of
the curved metallic sheets 208.
[0099] With continued reference to Figs. 4-13 and 15,
in one example, the first magnetic member 252 and the
second magnetic member 260 are located adjacent the
edge 256 of the first curved sheet 208, and the third mag-
netic member 264 and the fourth magnetic member 268
are located adjacent the edge 256 of the second curved
sheet 208. In one aspect, the first magnetic member 252,
the second magnetic member 260, the third magnetic
member 264, and the fourth magnetic member 268 com-
prise permanent magnets. In another aspect, one of the
first magnetic member 252 and the second magnetic
member 260 comprises a permanent magnet and anoth-
er of the first magnetic member 252 and the second mag-
netic member 260 comprises a ferromagnetic material,
and one of the third magnetic member 264 and the fourth
magnetic member 268 comprises a permanent magnet
and another of the third magnetic member 264 and the
fourth magnetic member 268 comprises a ferromagnetic
material. In another aspect, at least one of the first mag-
netic member 252 and the second magnetic member 260
comprises an electro-magnet, and at least one of the
third magnetic member 264 and the fourth magnetic
member 268 comprises an electro-magnet. In one as-
pect, the at least one electro-magnet is selectively acti-
vated and deactivated. In another aspect, the second
magnetic member 260 and the fourth magnetic member
268 are electro-magnets and the first magnetic member
252 and the third magnetic member 264 are one of an
electro-magnet, a permanent magnet, or at least partially
comprised of a ferromagnetic material.
[0100] Referring now to Figs. 4 and 12-15, in one ex-
ample, the apparatus 212 also includes a joining member
to be coupled to the first curved sheet 208 and the second
curved sheet 208. In one example, the joining member
is the flexible joining member 272 installed between one
of the first magnetic member 252 and the third magnetic
member 264 or the second magnetic member 260 and
the fourth magnetic member 268 to provide a coupling
between the first curved sheet 208 and the second curved
sheet 208 with the edge 256 of the first curved sheet 208
and the edge 256 of the second curved sheet 208 abut-
ting each other. In one aspect, the flexible joining member
272 is installed between the first magnetic member 252
and the third magnetic member 264. In another aspect,
the flexible joining member 272 is installed between the
second magnetic member 260 and the fourth magnetic
member 268.
[0101] With continued reference to Figs. 4 and 12-15,
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in one example, the flexible joining member 272 includes
adhesive 292 on at least a portion thereof, and the flexible
joining member 272 is coupled to the first curved sheet
208 and the second curved sheet 208 with the adhesive
292. The adhesive 292 is located on the joining member
272 adjacent a first edge 296 (see Fig. 12) and a second
edge 300 (see Fig. 12) of the joining member 272. The
first edge 296 and the second edge 300 of the flexible
joining member 272 oppose one another, with the first
edge 296 adhesively coupled to the first curved sheet
208 and the second edge 300 adhesively coupled to the
second curved sheet 208. In one example, the flexible
joining member 272 includes a portion 304 lacking ad-
hesive. The portion 304 lacking adhesive is between the
first edge 296 and the second edge 300 of the flexible
joining member 272 and may at least partially overlap
the edge 256 of the first curved sheet 208 and the edge
256 of the second curved sheet 208, with the edge 256
of the first curved sheet 208 and the edge 256 of the
second curved sheet 208 abutting each other.
[0102] With reference to Figs. 10, 12 and 15, in one
example, the joining member is a rigid joining member
284 and may be coupled to the first curved sheet 208
and the second curved sheet 208. The rigid joining mem-
ber 284 may be coupled to the first curved sheet 208 and
the second curved sheet 208 in a variety of ways, all of
which are intended to be within the spirit and scope of
the present disclosure. For example, the rigid joining
member 284 may be coupled to the first curved sheet
208 and the second curved sheet 208 by at least one of
fastening and welding. In one aspect, the rigid joining
member 284 is coupled to the upper surface 216 of the
first curved sheet 208 and the upper surface 216 of the
second curved sheet 208. In another aspect, the rigid
joining member 284 is coupled to the lower surface 220
of the first curved sheet 208 and the lower surface 220
of the second curved sheet 208. The rigid joining member
284 may include a slot 308 (see Figs. 10 and 13) and
may include a curvature 286.
[0103] Referring to Figs. 4, 10 and 12-15, in one ex-
ample, the apparatus 212 includes a first joining member
and a second joining member. The first joining member
and the second joining member are configured to be cou-
pled to the first curved sheet 208 and the second curved
sheet 208, with the edge 256 of the first curved sheet
208 and the edge 256 of the second curved sheet 208
abutting each other. In one example, the first joining
member is the rigid joining member 284 and the second
joining member is the flexible joining member 272.
[0104] With reference to Figs. 4-13 and 15, in one ex-
ample, the space 280 may be provided between the first
magnetic member 252 and the third magnetic member
264, and the apparatus 212 includes the joining member
(one or both joining members 272 and 284) coupled to
the first curved sheet 208 and the second curved sheet
208 and extending at least partially across the space 280
between the first magnetic member 252 and the third
magnetic member 264. In one example, the apparatus

212 also includes the carriage 288 configured to move
relative to the first curved sheet 208 and the second
curved sheet 208. The second magnetic member 260
and the fourth magnetic member 268 are coupled to the
carriage 288. The second magnetic member 260 and the
fourth magnetic member 268 are configured to move with
the carriage 288 relative to the first curved sheet 208 and
the second curved sheet 208, and the first magnetic
member 252 and the third magnetic member 264 remain
stationary relative to the first curved sheet 208 and the
second curved sheet 208.
[0105] Referring to Figs. 13 and 15, in one example,
the apparatus 212 also includes at least one friction-re-
ducing member 312. At least a portion of the at least one
friction-reducing member 312 is between at least one of
the second magnetic member 260 and the fourth mag-
netic member 268 and at least one of the first curved
sheet 208 and the second curved sheet 208. In one as-
pect, the friction-reducing member 312 is a wheel 313.
A spacing 314 between a portion of the at least one of
the second magnetic member 260 and the fourth mag-
netic member 268 and the at least one of the first curved
sheet 208 and the second curved sheet 208 is maintained
with the friction reducing member 312 engaging at least
one of the first curved sheet 208 and the second curved
sheet 208. In another aspect, the friction-reducing mem-
ber 312 is a layer 315 of material (e.g., hard plastic) ap-
plied to a surface of one of the second magnetic member
260 and the fourth magnetic member 268. In one exam-
ple, the apparatus 212 may include a plurality of friction-
reducing members 312. One of the plurality of friction
reducing members 312 may be between the second
magnetic member 260 and the first curved sheet 208 and
another one of the plurality of friction-reducing members
312 may be between the fourth magnetic member 268
and the second curved sheet 208. The apparatus 212
may include any number of friction-reducing members
312 and any number of friction-reducing members 312
may be between one of the magnetic members and one
of the curved sheets 208.
[0106] With reference to Figs. 4, 9-13 and 15, in one
example, the first magnetic member 252 includes a sub-
strate 316 configured to engage the upper surface 216
of the first curved sheet 208 and the third magnetic mem-
ber 264 includes a substrate 320 (see Fig. 10 configured
to engage the upper surface 216 of the second curved
sheet 208. The substrate 316 of the first magnetic mem-
ber 252 is configured to conform to the first curved sheet
208 and the substrate 320 of the third magnetic member
264 is configured to conform to the second curved sheet
208. The substrate 316 of the first magnetic member 252
and the substrate 320 of the third magnetic member 264
are flexible. The substrates 316 and 320 of the first mag-
netic member 252 and the third magnetic member 264,
respectively, may be comprised of a variety of elements
and/or materials and all of such elements and/or mate-
rials are intended to be within the spirit and scope of the
present disclosure. For example, the substrates 316, 320
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may be comprised of spring steel, plastic, rubber, metal,
netting, mesh, etc. The substrates 316, 320 may also
include one or more grooves 324 (see Fig. 15) defined
in a surface thereof. The grooves 324 may be defined in
the surface of the substrates 316, 320 that engages the
curved sheet 208. The grooves 324 may assist the sub-
strates 316, 320 in conforming to the curved sheets 208
with which the substrates 316, 320 engages. The
grooves 324 may be defined in the surface of the sub-
strates 316, 320 in any orientation such as, for example,
longitudinal, transverse to a longitudinal extent of the
substrates 316, 320, diagonal, perpendicular to the lon-
gitudinal extent of the substrates 316, 320, etc. or a com-
bination thereof. The grooves 324 may also have any of
a wide variety of cross-sectional shapes taken along a
plane perpendicular to a longitudinal extent of the
grooves 324. For example, cross-sections of the grooves
324 may be, but not limited to, triangular, square, rectan-
gular, polygonal, semi-circular, any arcuately perime-
tered shape, or any shape having a perimeter comprised
of a combination of arcs and straight lines.
[0107] Referring to Figs. 4, 9-13 and 15, in one exam-
ple, the first magnetic member 252 includes a plurality
of magnetic tiles 328 coupled to the substrate 316 of the
first magnetic member 252, and the third magnetic mem-
ber 264 includes a plurality of magnetic tiles 328 coupled
to the substrate 320 of the third magnetic member 264.
The plurality of magnetic tiles 328 coupled to the sub-
strate 316 of the first magnetic member 252 are spaced
apart from one another, and the plurality of magnetic tiles
328 coupled to the substrate 320 of the third magnetic
member 264 are spaced apart from one another. The
magnetic tiles 328 may be comprised of permanent mag-
nets, electromagnets, ferromagnetic material, or any oth-
er material have magnetic selectively magnetic charac-
teristics. Moreover, any number of magnetic tiles 328,
including one, may be coupled to each of the substrates
316 and 320 of the first magnetic member 252 and the
third magnetic member 264, respectively. In the illustrat-
ed example, the magnetic tiles 328 are substantially
square in shape. However, the magnetic tiles 328 may
have any shape including, but not limited to, rectangular,
circular, ovular, triangular, polygonal, or any shape hav-
ing an arcuate perimeter, a perimeter comprised of
straight lines, or a perimeter comprised of both arcs and
straight lines. The magnetic tiles 328 may also be coupled
to the substrates 316 and 320 of the first magnetic mem-
ber 252 and the third magnetic member 264 in a variety
of ways including, but not limited to, bonding, fastening,
fusing, unitary forming (as one-piece), or in any other
manners. The magnetic tiles 328 may also be spaced
apart from one another at any distance. In one example,
the magnetic tiles 328 are spaced-apart by about 0.02
inches (0.508mm). In another example, the magnetic
tiles 328 are spaced-apart by less than 0.25 inches
(6.35mm). In a further example, the magnetic tiles 328
are spaced-apart by less than 1 inch (25.4mm). In still
another example, the magnetic tiles 328 are spaced-

apart by less than 10 inches (254mm). The magnetic tiles
328 may also have a variety of sizes (e.g., height and
length). In one example, the height of one of the tiles 328
may be about 19.05mm (0.75 inches) and the length of
one of the tiles 328 may be about 1.27mm (0.05 inches).
In another example, the height of one of the tiles 328 is
less than 127mm (5 inches) and the length of one of the
tiles 328 is less than 127mm (5 inches). In a further ex-
ample, the height of one of the tiles 328 is less than
304.8mm (12 inches) and the length of one of the tiles
328 is less than 304.8mm (12 inches).
[0108] The substrates 316, 320 of the first magnetic
member 252 and the third magnetic member 264 may
have a variety of different thicknesses, any possibility of
which is intended to be within the spirit and scope of the
present disclosure. In one example, the thickness of the
substrates 316, 320 is about (0.254mm)(0.01 inches). In
another example, the thickness of the substrates 316,
320 is less than (25.4mm) (1 inch). In a further example,
the thickness of the substrates 316, 320 is less than
127mm (5 inches).
[0109] With reference to Figs. 3 and 16, one example
of the present disclosure relates to the vehicle 200, which
includes the substructure 206 and a weldment 332 cou-
pled to the substructure 206. The weldment 332 includes
the first sheet 208, the second sheet 208, and a butt weld
336 (see Fig. 16) between the first sheet 208 and the
second sheet 208. The butt weld 336 is formed before
the weldment 332 is coupled to the substructure 206. In
one aspect, the vehicle 200 is an airplane 200. In one
aspect, the substructure 206 is at least a portion of the
frame 204 of the airplane 200. In one aspect, the first
sheet 208 is a first metallic fuselage sheet 208 and the
second sheet 208 is a second metallic fuselage sheet
208. In one aspect, the first sheet 208 is one of a first
metallic fuselage sheet 208, a first metallic wing sheet
208, and a first metallic stabilizer sheet 208, and the sec-
ond sheet 208 is a second metallic fuselage sheet 208,
a second metallic wing sheet 208, and a second metallic
stabilizer sheet 208.
[0110] In Figs. 4, 15 and 16, lines connecting various
elements and/or components of the vehicle 200 or the
apparatus 212 may represent mechanical, electrical, flu-
id, optical, electromagnetic and other couplings and/or
combinations thereof. Couplings other than those depict-
ed in Fig. 3 may also exist. Dashed lines connecting the
various elements and/or components of the vehicle 200
or the apparatus 212 may represent couplings similar in
function and purpose to those represented by solid lines;
however, couplings represented by the dashed lines are
either selectively provided or relate to alternative or op-
tional aspects of the disclosure. Likewise, elements
and/or components of the vehicle 200 or the apparatus
212 represented in dashed lines represent alternative or
optional aspects of the disclosure. Moreover, the ab-
sence of lines between various elements and/or compo-
nents of the vehicle 200 or the apparatus 212 does not
imply an absence of a relationship, an association, or a
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coupling between the elements and/or components of
the vehicle 200 or the apparatus 212. Rather, a relation-
ship, an association, and/or a coupling may be present
between any of the elements and/or components of the
vehicle 200 or the apparatus 212.
[0111] The following description pertains to examples
of methods and processes associated with the examples
of apparatuses described and illustrated in the figures.
While particular steps and functionality are described
herein, such steps and functionality are merely examples
and are not intended to be limiting. Rather, the appara-
tuses are intended to include more, fewer, and different
steps and functionality, and all of such possibilities are
intended to be within the spirit and scope of the present
disclosure.
[0112] An example of the present disclosure relates to
a method of manufacturing an assembly including the
first curved sheet 208 and the second curved sheet 208.
In an example of the method, the first curved sheet 208
includes a first upper surface 216 and a first edge 256,
and the second curved sheet 208 includes a second up-
per surface 216 and a second edge 256. The method
includes supporting the first upper surface 216 and the
second upper surface 216 (see Fig. 5), abutting the first
edge 256 and the second edge 256 so that the first upper
surface 216 and the second upper surface 216 are co-
extensive with a virtual arcuate surface 236 (see Fig. 6),
and welding the first edge 256 and the second edge 256
together to create a weldment 332 after abutting the first
edge 256 and the second edge 256 (see Fig. 6). In one
aspect, the virtual arcuate surface 236 includes no in-
flection points along a cross-section thereof perpendic-
ular to a virtual straight line coextensive with the virtual
arcuate surface 236 (see Figs. 6 and 7). In one example,
the method also includes constraining the first edge 256
and the second edge 256 subsequent to abutting the first
edge 256 and the second edge 256 and prior to welding
(see Figs. 6 and 9-13).
[0113] In variant example, the method also includes
reconfiguring tooling 232 supporting the first upper sur-
face 216 and the second upper surface 216.
[0114] The method includes, according to the present
invention, positioning a processing station 248 to face a
first lower surface 220 of the first curved sheet 208 and
a second lower surface 220 of the second curved sheet
208 (see Figs. 5-9 and 12). In one variant, the method
also includes moving the processing station 248 relative
to the first curved sheet 208 and the second curved sheet
208. Positioning the processing station 248 includes, ac-
cording to the present invention, positioning a friction-
stir-welding apparatus 247 to face the first lower surface
220 and the second lower surface 220. The method in-
cludes, according to the present invention, locating the
first magnetic member 252 relative to the first upper sur-
face 216 adjacent the first edge 256, locating the second
magnetic member 260 relative to the first lower surface
220 adjacent the first edge 256, locating the third mag-
netic member 264 relative to the second upper surface

216 adjacent the second edge 256, locating the fourth
magnetic member 268 relative to the second lower sur-
face 220 adjacent the second edge 256, and magneti-
cally coupling the first magnetic member 252 to the sec-
ond magnetic member 260 and the third magnetic mem-
ber 264 to the fourth magnetic member 268 after abutting
the first edge 256 and the second edge 256 (see Figs.
6, 7 and 9-13). In one example, the method also includes
coupling a flexible joining member 272 to the first curved
sheet 208 and to the second curved sheet 208 between
at least one of the first magnetic member 252 and the
third magnetic member 264 or the second magnetic
member 260 and the fourth magnetic member 268 after
abutting the first edge 256 and the second edge 256 (see
Figs. 12-14). In one example of the method, the flexible
joining member 272 is coupled to the first curved sheet
208 and the second curved sheet 208 between the first
magnetic member 252 and the third magnetic member
264 (see Figs. 12-14). In one variant, the method also
includes decoupling the flexible joining member 272 from
the first curved sheet 208 and the second curved sheet
208 (see Figs. 13 and 14). In one example of the method,
decoupling also includes decoupling the flexible joining
member 272 from the first curved sheet 208 and the sec-
ond curved sheet 208 while welding the first edge 256
and the second edge 256 (see Fig. 14). In one aspect,
the method also includes rotatably coupling a decoupling
member 276 to the friction-stir-welding apparatus 247
(see Fig. 14). In one variant, the method also includes
coupling a rigid joining member 284 to the first curved
sheet 208 and the second curved sheet 208 after abutting
the first edge 256 and the second edge 256 (see Figs.
10 and 13). In one aspect, the rigid joining member 284
includes a curvature 286. In one example, the method
also includes moving the friction-stir-welding apparatus
247 relative to the first curved sheet 208 and the second
curved sheet 208. In one variant, the method also in-
cludes moving the second magnetic member 260 and
fourth magnetic member 268 relative to the first curved
sheet 208 and the second curved sheet 208.
[0115] In one aspect, the method also includes provid-
ing a space between the first edge 256 and the second
edge 256 (see Figs. 5 and 8) and processing at least one
of the first edge 256 and the second edge 256 (see Fig.
5). The space is sufficient to process at least one of the
first edge 256 and the second edge 256. In one example
of the method, abutting the first edge 256 and the second
edge 256 occurs subsequent to processing at least one
of the first edge 256 and the second edge 256 (see Fig. 6).
[0116] In one variant of the method, supporting the first
upper surface 216 and the second upper surface 216
further includes coupling tooling 232 to the first upper
surface 216 and the second upper surface 216 (see Figs.
5-8). In one aspect, the method also includes moving the
first curved sheet 208 and the second curved sheet 208
relative to each other with the tooling 232 (see Figs. 5
and 6). In one example of the method, abutting also in-
cludes abutting the first edge 256 and the second edge
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256 with the tooling 232 (see Fig. 6).
[0117] In one aspect, the method also includes cou-
pling the weldment 332 to a structure 206 (see Figs. 3
and 16). In one example, the structure 206 is at least a
portion of the frame 204 of an aircraft 200 (see Figs. 3
and 16).
[0118] In one variant, the method also includes
processing the weldment 332 (see Fig. 7). In one aspect
of the method, processing the weldment 332 includes
performing gauge reduction on at least a portion of the
weldment 332. In another example of the method,
processing the weldment 332 includes reducing the thick-
ness of at least a portion of the weldment 332. In another
aspect of the method, processing the weldment 332 in-
cludes trimming at least a portion of the weldment 332.
[0119] As realized herein, a variety of different aspects,
examples, and variants of the apparatus and method are
disclosed herein that include a variety of components,
features, and functionality. It should be understood that
the various aspects, examples, and variants of the ap-
paratus and methods disclosed herein are capable of
including any of the components, features, and function-
ality of any of the other aspects, examples, and alterna-
tives of the apparatus and methods disclosed herein in
any combination, and all of such possibilities are intended
to be within the scope of the present disclosure. The
terms "aspect", "example" and "variant" hereinabove are
used interchangeably.
[0120] Many modifications and other examples of the
disclosure set forth herein will come to mind to one skilled
in the art to which the disclosure pertains having the ben-
efit of the teachings presented in the foregoing descrip-
tions and the associated drawings.
[0121] Therefore, it is to be understood that the disclo-
sure is not to be limited to the specific embodiments dis-
closed and that modifications and other embodiments
are intended to be included within the scope of the ap-
pended claims. Moreover, although the foregoing de-
scriptions and the associated drawings describe exam-
ple embodiments in the context of certain illustrative com-
binations of elements and/or functions, it should be ap-
preciated that different combinations of elements and/or
functions may be provided by alternative implementa-
tions without departing from the scope of the appended
claims.
[0122] The Abstract of the disclosure is provided to al-
low the reader to quickly ascertain the nature of the tech-
nical disclosure. It is submitted with the understanding
that it will not be used to interpret or limit the scope or
meaning of the claims. In addition, in the foregoing De-
tailed Description, it can be seen that various features
are grouped together in various embodiments for the pur-
pose of streamlining the disclosure. This method of dis-
closure is not to be interpreted as reflecting an intention
that the claimed embodiments require more features than
are expressly recited in each claim. Rather, as the fol-
lowing claims reflect, inventive subject matter lies in less
than all features of a single disclosed embodiment.

Claims

1. An apparatus (212) for manipulating a plurality of
curved sheets (208), each of the plurality of curved
sheets including an upper surface (216) and a lower
surface (220), the apparatus (212) comprising:

tooling (232) to be coupled to the upper surface
(216) of each of the plurality of curved sheets
(208), wherein the tooling (232) is capable of
moving the plurality of curved sheets (208) rel-
ative to each other and abutting the plurality of
curved sheets (208) so that the upper surface
(216) of each of the plurality of curved sheets
(208) is coextensive with a virtual arcuate sur-
face (236), and
a processing station (248) facing the lower sur-
faces (220) of the plurality of curved sheets
(208), characterised in that
the processing station (248) includes a friction-
stir-welding apparatus (247), and
a first magnetic member (252) to be associated
with the upper surface (216) of a first curved
sheet of the plurality of curved sheets (208) ad-
jacent an edge (256) of the first curved sheet;
a second magnetic member (260) to be associ-
ated with the lower surface (220) of the first
curved sheet (208) adjacent the edge (256) of
the first curved sheet (208);
a third magnetic member (264) to be associated
with the upper surface (216) of a second curved
sheet of the plurality of curved sheets (208) ad-
jacent an edge (256) of the second curved sheet;
and
a fourth magnetic member (268) to be associat-
ed with the lower surface (220) of the second
curved sheet (208) adjacent the edge (256) of
the second curved sheet (208); wherein
the first magnetic member (252) is to be mag-
netically coupled to the second magnetic mem-
ber (260) and the third magnetic member (264)
is to be magnetically coupled to the fourth mag-
netic member (268) with the edge (256) of the
first curved sheet (208) and the edge (256) of
the second curved sheet (208) abutting each
other.

2. The apparatus (212) of claim 1, wherein the virtual
arcuate surface (236) includes no inflection points
along a cross-section thereof perpendicular to a vir-
tual straight line coextensive with the virtual arcuate
surface (236).

3. The apparatus (212) of any of claims 1-2, wherein
the tooling (232) comprises at least one holder (240,
243, 245) to be removably coupled to the upper sur-
face (216) of at least one of the plurality of curved
sheets (208).
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4. The apparatus (212) of claim 1, further comprising
a flexible joining member (272) to be installed be-
tween the first magnetic member (252) and the third
magnetic member (264) or between the second
magnetic member (260) and the fourth magnetic
member (268) to provide a coupling between the first
curved sheet (208) and the second curved sheet
(208) with the edge (256) of the first curved sheet
(208) and the edge (256) of the second curved sheet
(208) abutting each other.

5. The apparatus (212) of claim 4, further comprising
a decoupling member (276) rotatably attached to the
friction-stir-welding apparatus (247) to eliminate the
coupling provided by the flexible joining member
(272) between the first curved sheet (208) and the
second curved sheet (208).

6. The apparatus (212) of any of claims 3-5, further
comprising a rigid joining member (284) to be cou-
pled to the first curved sheet (208) and to the second
curved sheet (208) with the edge (256) of the first
curved sheet (208) and the edge (256) of the second
curved sheet (208) abutting each other, wherein the
rigid joining member (284) includes a curvature
(286).

7. A method of manufacturing an assembly including a
first curved sheet (208) and a second curved sheet
(208), the first curved sheet (208) including a first
upper surface (216) and a first edge (256), the sec-
ond curved sheet (208) including a second upper
surface (216) and a second edge (256), the method
comprising:

supporting the first upper surface (216) and the
second upper surface (216);
abutting the first edge (256) and the second
edge (256) so that the first upper surface (216)
and the second upper surface (216) are coex-
tensive with a virtual arcuate surface (236); and
characterised by the following steps:

welding the first edge (256) and the second
edge (256) together to create a weldment
(332) after abutting the first edge (256) and
the second edge (256); and
providing a processing station (248) to face
a first lower surface (220) of the first curved
sheet (208) and a second lower surface
(220) of the second curved sheet (208),
wherein the positioning of the processing
station (248) further comprises positioning
a friction-stir-welding apparatus (247) to
face the first lower surface (220) and the
second lower surface (220), and
locating a first magnetic member (252) rel-
ative to the first upper surface (216) adja-

cent the first edge (256);
locating a second magnetic member (260)
relative to the first lower surface (220) ad-
jacent the first edge (256);
locating a third magnetic member (264) rel-
ative to the second upper surface (216) ad-
jacent the second edge (256);
locating a fourth magnetic member (268)
relative to the second lower surface adja-
cent the second edge (256); and
magnetically coupling the first magnetic
member (252) to the second magnetic
member (260) and the third magnetic mem-
ber (264) to the fourth magnetic member
(268) after abutting the first edge (256) and
the second edge (256).

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the virtual arcuate
surface (236) includes no inflection points along a
cross-section thereof perpendicular to a virtual
straight line coextensive with the virtual arcuate sur-
face (236).

9. The method of claim 7, further comprising:

coupling a flexible joining member (272) to the
first curved sheet (208) and to the second curved
sheet (208) between at least one of the first mag-
netic member (252) and the third magnetic
member (264) or the second magnetic member
(260) and the fourth magnetic member (268) af-
ter abutting the first edge and the second edge
(256).

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung (212) zum Bearbeiten mehrerer gebo-
gener Bleche (208), wobei jedes der mehreren ge-
bogenen Bleche eine obere Oberfläche (216) und
eine untere Oberfläche (220) umfasst, wobei die Vor-
richtung (212) aufweist:

eine Werkzeuganordnung (232), die mit der
oberen Oberfläche (216) jedes der mehreren
gebogenen Bleche (208) gekoppelt werden soll,
wobei die Werkzeuganordnung (232) fähig ist,
die mehreren gebogenen Bleche (208) relativ
zueinander zu bewegen und die mehreren ge-
bogenen Bleche (208) derart aneinander anzu-
legen, dass die obere Oberfläche (216) jedes
der mehreren gebogenen Bleche (208) koexten-
siv mit einer virtuellen bogenförmigen Oberflä-
che (236) ist, und
eine Bearbeitungsstation (248), die den unteren
Oberflächen (220) der mehreren gebogenen
Bleche (208) zugewandt ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:
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die Bearbeitungsstation (248) eine Rühr-
reibschweißvorrichtung (247) umfasst, und
ein erstes magnetisches Element (252),
das mit der oberen Oberfläche (216) eines
ersten gebogenen Blechs der mehreren ge-
bogenen Bleche (208) benachbart zu einem
Rand (256) des ersten gebogenen Blechs
verbunden werden soll;
ein zweites magnetisches Element (260),
das mit der unteren Oberfläche (220) des
ersten gebogenen Blechs (208) benachbart
zu dem Rand (256) des ersten gebogenen
Blechs (208) verbunden werden soll;
ein drittes magnetisches Element (264),
das mit der oberen Oberfläche (216) eines
zweiten gebogenen Blechs der mehreren
gebogenen Bleche (208) benachbart zu ei-
nem Rand (256) des zweiten gebogenen
Blechs verbunden werden soll;
ein viertes magnetisches Element (268),
das mit der unteren Oberfläche (220) des
zweiten gebogenen Blechs (208) benach-
bart zu dem Rand (256) des zweiten gebo-
genen Blechs (208) verbunden werden soll;
wobei
das erste magnetische Element (252) mit
dem zweiten magnetischen Element (260)
magnetisch gekoppelt werden soll und das
dritte magnetische Element (264) mit dem
vierten magnetischen Element (268) mag-
netisch gekoppelt werden soll, wobei der
Rand (256) des ersten gebogenen Blechs
(208) und der Rand (256) des zweiten ge-
bogenen Blechs (208) aneinander anlie-
gen.

2. Vorrichtung (212) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die virtu-
elle bogenförmige Oberfläche (236) keine Wend-
punkte entlang ihres Querschnitts senkrecht zu einer
virtuellen Geraden umfasst, der mit der virtuellen ge-
bogenen Oberfläche (236) koextensiv ist.

3. Vorrichtung (212) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 - 2,
wobei die Werkzeuganordnung (232) wenigstens ei-
ne Halterung (240, 243, 245) aufweist, die abnehm-
bar mit der oberen Oberfläche (216) wenigstens ei-
nes der mehreren gebogenen Bleche (208) gekop-
pelt ist.

4. Vorrichtung (212) nach Anspruch 1, die ferner ein
flexibles Verbindungselement (272) aufweist, das
zwischen dem ersten magnetischen Element (252)
und dem dritten magnetischen Element (264) oder
zwischen dem zweiten magnetischen Element (260)
und dem vierten magnetischen Element (268) instal-
liert werden soll, um eine Kopplung zwischen dem
ersten gebogenen Blech (208) und dem zweiten ge-
bogenen Blech (208) bereitzustellen, wobei der

Rand (256) des ersten gebogenen Blechs (208) und
der Rand (256) des zweiten gebogenen Blechs (208)
aneinander anliegen.

5. Vorrichtung (212) nach Anspruch 4, die ferner ein
Entkopplungselement (276) aufweist, das drehbar
an der Rührreibschweißvorrichtung (247) ange-
bracht ist, um die Kopplung zu beseitigen, die durch
das flexible Verbindungselement (272) zwischen
dem ersten gebogenen Blech (208) und dem zweiten
gebogenen Blech (208) bereitgestellt wird.

6. Vorrichtung (212) nach einem der Ansprüche 3 - 5,
die ferner ein starres Verbindungselement (284) auf-
weist, das mit dem ersten gebogenen Blech (208)
und mit dem zweiten gebogenen Blech (208) gekop-
pelt werden soll, wobei der Rand (256) des ersten
gebogenen Blechs (208) und der Rand (256) des
zweiten gebogenen Blechs (208) aneinander anlie-
gen, wobei das starre Verbindungselement (284) ei-
ne Krümmung (286) umfasst.

7. Verfahren zum Herstellen einer Anordnung mit ei-
nem ersten gebogenen Blech (208) und einem zwei-
ten gebogenen Blech (208), wobei das erste gebo-
gene Blech (208) eine erste obere Oberfläche (216)
und einen ersten Rand (256) aufweist, wobei das
zweite gebogene Blech (208) eine zweite obere
Oberfläche (216) und einen zweiten Rand (256) um-
fasst, wobei das Verfahren aufweist:

Halten der ersten oberen Oberfläche (216) und
der zweiten oberen Oberfläche (216);
Anlegen des ersten Rands (256) und des zwei-
ten Rands (256), so dass die erste obere Ober-
fläche (216) und die zweite obere Oberfläche
(216) koextensiv mit einer virtuellen bogenför-
migen Oberfläche (236) sind; und
gekennzeichnet durch die folgenden Schritte:

Aneinanderschweißen des ersten Rands
(256) und des zweiten Rands (256), um
nach dem Anlegen des ersten Rands (256)
und des zweiten Rands (256) eine Schwei-
ßung (332) zu erzeugen; und
Bereitstellen einer Bearbeitungsstation
(248), so dass sie einer ersten unteren
Oberfläche (220) des ersten gebogenen
Blechs (208) und einer zweiten unteren
Oberfläche (220) des zweiten gebogenen
Blechs (208) zugewandt ist,
wobei das Positionieren der Bearbeitungs-
station (248) ferner das Positionieren einer
Rührreibschweißvorrichtung (247) um-
fasst, so dass sie der ersten unteren Ober-
fläche (220) und der zweiten unteren Ober-
fläche (220) zugewandt ist, und
Anordnen eines ersten magnetischen Ele-
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ments (252) relativ zu der ersten oberen
Oberfläche (216) benachbart zu dem ersten
Rand (256);
Anordnen eines zweiten magnetischen Ele-
ments (260) relativ zu der ersten unteren
Oberfläche (220) benachbart zu dem ersten
Rand (256);
Anordnen eines dritten magnetischen Ele-
ments (264) relativ zu der zweiten oberen
Oberfläche (216) benachbart zu dem zwei-
ten Rand (256);
Anordnen eines vierten magnetischen Ele-
ments (268) relativ zu der zweiten unteren
Oberfläche benachbart zu dem zweiten
Rand (256); und
magnetisches Koppeln des ersten magne-
tischen Elements (252) mit dem zweiten
magnetischen Element (260) und des drit-
ten magnetischen Elements (264) mit dem
vierten magnetischen Element (268), nach-
dem der erste Rand (256) und der zweite
Rand (256) aneinander anliegen.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei die virtuelle bo-
genförmige Oberfläche (236) keine Wendpunkte
entlang ihres Querschnitts senkrecht zu einer virtu-
ellen Geraden umfasst, der mit der virtuellen gebo-
genen Oberfläche (236) koextensiv ist.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, das ferner aufweist:

Koppeln eines flexiblen Verbindungselements
(272) mit dem ersten gebogenen Blech (208)
und mit dem zweiten gebogenen Blech (208)
zwischen wenigstens einem des ersten magne-
tischen Elements (252) und des dritten magne-
tischen Elements (264) oder des zweiten mag-
netischen Elements (260) und des vierten ma-
gnetischen Elements (268), nachdem der erste
Rand und der zweite Rand (256) anliegen.

Revendications

1. Appareil (212) pour manipuler une pluralité de tôles
courbées (208), chacune parmi la pluralité de tôles
courbées incluant une surface supérieure (216) et
une surface inférieure (220), l’appareil (212)
comprenant :

un outillage (232) destiné à être accouplé à la
surface supérieure (216) de chacune parmi la
pluralité de tôles courbées (208), dans lequel
l’outillage (232) est capable de déplacer la plu-
ralité de tôles courbées (208) les unes par rap-
port aux autres et
d’abouter la pluralité de tôles courbées (208)
pour que la surface supérieure (216) de chacune

parmi la pluralité de tôles courbées (208) soit
coextensive avec une surface arquée virtuelle
(236), et
un poste de traitement (248) faisant face aux
surfaces inférieures (220) de la pluralité de tôles
courbées (208), caractérisé en ce que
le poste de traitement (248) inclut un appareil
de soudage à friction-agitation (247), et
un premier organe magnétique (252) destiné à
être associé à la surface supérieure (216) d’une
première tôle courbée parmi la pluralité de tôles
courbées (208) de façon adjacente à un bord
(256) de la première tôle courbée ;
un deuxième organe magnétique (260) destiné
à être associé à la surface inférieure (220) de la
première tôle courbée (208) de façon adjacente
au bord (256) de la première tôle courbée (208) ;
un troisième organe magnétique (264) destiné
à être associé à la surface supérieure (216)
d’une seconde tôle courbée parmi la pluralité de
tôles courbées (208) de façon adjacente à un
bord (256) de la seconde tôle courbée ; et
un quatrième organe magnétique (268) destiné
à être associé à la surface inférieure (220) de la
seconde tôle courbée (208) de façon adjacente
au bord (256) de la seconde tôle courbée (208) ;
dans lequel
le premier organe magnétique (252) est destiné
à être magnétiquement accouplé au deuxième
organe magnétique (260) et le troisième organe
magnétique (264) est destiné à être magnéti-
quement accouplé au quatrième organe magné-
tique (268) avec le bord (256) de la première
tôle courbée (208) et le bord (256) de la seconde
tôle courbée (208) contigus l’un à l’autre.

2. Appareil (212) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la surface arquée virtuelle (236) n’inclut aucun point
d’inflexion le long d’une section transversale de cel-
le-ci perpendiculaire à une ligne droite virtuelle coex-
tensive avec la surface arquée virtuelle (236).

3. Appareil (212) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 2, dans lequel l’outillage (232) comprend
au moins un organe de retenue (240, 243, 245) des-
tiné à être accouplé de façon amovible à la surface
supérieure (216) d’au moins une parmi la pluralité
de tôles courbées (208).

4. Appareil (212) selon la revendication 1, comprenant
en outre un organe de jonction flexible (272) destiné
à être installé entre le premier organe magnétique
(252) et le troisième organe magnétique (264) ou
entre le deuxième organe magnétique (260) et le
quatrième organe magnétique (268) pour fournir un
accouplement entre la première tôle courbée (208)
et la seconde tôle courbée (208) avec le bord (256)
de la première tôle courbée (208) et le bord (256) de
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la seconde tôle courbée (208) contigus l’un à l’autre.

5. Appareil (212) selon la revendication 4, comprenant
en outre un organe de désaccouplement (276) fixé
de façon rotative à l’appareil de soudage à friction-
agitation (247) pour éliminer l’accouplement fourni
par l’organe de jonction flexible (272) entre la pre-
mière tôle courbée (208) et la seconde tôle courbée
(208).

6. Appareil (212) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 3 à 5, comprenant en outre un organe de
jonction rigide (284) destiné à être accouplé à la pre-
mière tôle courbée (208) et à la seconde tôle courbée
(208) avec le bord (256) de la première tôle courbée
(208) et le bord (256) de la seconde tôle courbée
(208) contigus l’un à l’autre, dans lequel l’organe de
jonction rigide (284) inclut une courbure (286).

7. Procédé de fabrication d’un ensemble incluant une
première tôle courbée (208) et une seconde tôle
courbée (208), la première tôle courbée (208) in-
cluant une première surface supérieure (216) et un
premier bord (256), la seconde tôle courbée (208)
incluant une seconde surface supérieure (216) et un
second bord (256), le procédé comprenant :

le support de la première surface supérieure
(216) et la seconde surface supérieure (216) ;
l’aboutement du premier bord (256) et du se-
cond bord (256) pour que la première surface
supérieure (216) et la seconde surface supé-
rieure (216) soient coextensives avec une sur-
face arquée virtuelle (236) ; et caractérisé par
les étapes suivantes :

le soudage du premier bord (256) et du se-
cond bord (256) ensemble pour créer une
soudure (332) après l’aboutement du pre-
mier bord (256) et du second bord (256) ; et
la fourniture d’un poste de traitement (248)
pour mettre face à face une première sur-
face inférieure (220) de la première tôle
courbée (208) et une seconde surface infé-
rieure (220) de la seconde tôle courbée
(208),
dans lequel le positionnement du poste de
traitement (248) comprend en outre le po-
sitionnement d’un appareil de soudage à
friction-agitation (247) pour mettre face à fa-
ce la première surface inférieure (220) et la
seconde surface inférieure (220), et
le placement d’un premier organe magné-
tique (252) relativement à la première sur-
face supérieure (216) adjacent le premier
bord (256) ;
le placement d’un deuxième organe ma-
gnétique (260) relativement à la première

surface inférieure (220) adjacent le premier
bord (256) ;
le placement d’un troisième organe magné-
tique (264) relativement à la seconde sur-
face supérieure (216) adjacent le second
bord (256) ;
le placement d’un quatrième organe ma-
gnétique (268) relativement à la seconde
surface inférieure adjacent le second bord
(256) ; et
l’accouplement magnétique du premier or-
gane magnétique (252) au deuxième orga-
ne magnétique (260) et du troisième organe
magnétique (264) au quatrième organe ma-
gnétique (268) après l’aboutement du pre-
mier bord (256) et du second bord (256).

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel la sur-
face arquée virtuelle (236) n’inclut aucun point d’in-
flexion le long d’une section transversale de celle-ci
perpendiculaire à une ligne droite virtuelle coexten-
sive avec la surface arquée virtuelle (236).

9. Procédé selon la revendication 7, comprenant en
outre :

l’accouplement d’un organe de jonction flexible
(272) à la première tôle courbée (208) et à la
seconde tôle courbée (208) entre au moins un
parmi le premier organe magnétique (252) et le
troisième organe magnétique (264) ou le
deuxième organe magnétique (260) et le qua-
trième organe magnétique (268) après
l’aboutement du premier bord et du second bord
(256).
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